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I. Introduction

Open banking is a set of standards that seeks to stimulate financial technology (“FinTech”)¹ and new product offerings through data sharing and open-source technology. This new industry model represents a shift from a legacy system of closed banking in which a traditional bank holds a customer’s data and uses it to offer a family of products to the consumer. The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (“Bureau”) has the ability to impose open banking standards through the data sharing regulations established by section 1033 of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank Act”), and over recent years the Bureau has sought information and discussed rulemaking. The pro-competitive implications of section 1033 rulemaking have been explored, most recently by the Biden Administration in the Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy. While regulators in many regions, most notably the United Kingdom, have moved forward with government imposed open banking standards, in the United States concrete action towards a set of unified and enforced industry standards has been notably absent.

This paper will discuss the need for open banking mandates in the United States, as well as the balance that regulation must strike between effective data sharing ecosystems and preservation of user privacy. The domestic progression of open banking in the absence of regulation will be explored. It will be shown that a system of control has arisen, one that is facilitated by bank leadership in the standard setting organization Financial Data Exchange. Further, it will become evident that the control over standards provided by Financial Data Exchange gives large banks both the ability and incentive to selectively promote innovation.

This has led to nascent digital ecosystems and FinTech products that are limited in scope and certain not to detract from extant bank’s competitive positioning, which comes at the expense of industry advances that potentially benefit consumers.

II. An Overview of Open Banking

Through regulated methods of authorization by customers, open banking allows third parties to access and use customers’ personal data held by banks. This information allows the creation of FinTech products that are expected to drive industry growth. Importantly, these new products may also create disruption for existing banks. The legacy model of a fully vertically integrated bank that supplies knowledge and information, creates products such as mortgages and loans, and offers these products through physical branches is potentially challenged by open banking capabilities. At its core, open banking is about data access. Legacy banks hold valuable data on clients, and through open banking customers can choose to share this data through secure interfaces, such as application programming interfaces (“APIs”). These APIs allow third parties to offer services that require, and are built on, a customer’s account data. In coming years, FinTech products are expected to create heightened competition by way of API access to banking data.

Open banking is an innovation-driving practice, but it also introduces risks to various stakeholders in the banking space. Chiefly, increased data access by third parties can lead to a greater risk of compromising data leaks or hacks of personal financial information. The rate of
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such hacks has accelerated significantly in recent years. Banks may also have adversarial stances towards open banking, viewing it as a threat to their extant business model. However, open banking advocates claim that banks should see new participants as “collaborators” rather than competitors. Private industry advocates claim that partnerships between existing banks and new FinTech players are positive steps towards creating more effective products while ensuring account security.

III. Mandates in the United Kingdom

The Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”) began exploring open banking standards in August 2016. The banking system in the United Kingdom is especially concentrated – as of 2020, the four largest banks held more than 50% of United Kingdom deposits. This eclipses the share of domestic deposits held by even the ten largest banks in the United States in 2021. Due in large part to issues of concentration, the CMA concluded that deposit holders were reluctant to switch banks, leading to a dearth of innovation as nascent competitors struggled to grow. In the wake of this conclusion, the CMA began implementation
of broad reforms. At the core of the new regulation was an “open API standard for banking,” which required large banks to permit their customers to share their banking data with other FinTech companies. The main goal of these standards was the unification of financial information. In theory, consumers could now utilize platforms that aggregated account data, compare prices for financial products and services, and more easily share past financial information with potential lenders. Among other reforms, banks were also mandated to share regular metrics on service quality and decrease barriers to switching.

The open API standard was required to be implemented by at least the first quarter of 2018, an ambitious goal. To allow this rapid transformation, the CMA mandated collaboration and contribution from the nine largest banks, which led to the creation of the Open Banking Implementation Entity (“OBIE”). With the help of OBIE, the timeline was largely met by the major players in the industry. Further, the open banking mandate has led to a financial FinTech boom in the United Kingdom, with a KPMG report citing sevenfold growth from 2020 to a total of $37.3bn in 2021. The average consumer now uses multiple FinTech products to manage the majority of their money online. The number of new firms has increased alongside investment, particularly acquisitions or partial investment by incumbents. FinTech firms “have set their sights on a broad range of open banking use cases, from payments to credit assessments to
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carbon tracking, unleashing a new wave of value creation.”16 Open banking in the United Kingdom was a regulatory response to the lack of options for consumers and the need for improved data privacy, yet it has spurred advancement for both incumbents and the fledgling FinTech sector, ultimately establishing itself as the model for government implemented standards.

IV. Open Banking in the United States

Although different countries and regions vary in the present degree of open banking adoption, there are two general classes. The first group, headlined by European countries such as the United Kingdom, Germany, and France, has used government mandates to implement open banking standards.17 This group is often marked by highly concentrated, mature banking sectors that could be resistant to change or present difficulties for customers attempting to discover new financial options. The United States, in contrast, has looked to the market to drive implementation. But for the same reasons that government intervention was vital to success in the United Kingdom – namely that open banking is a disruptive competitive threat to incumbents, who have raised the specter of privacy concerns – the private implementation in the United States has not received full commitment. Only recently has the United States begun the process of exploring government initiatives and guidelines for open banking - far short of the mandates seen in many other places.18

Section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Act states that a financial institution should “make available to a consumer, upon request, information… concerning the consumer financial product or service that the consumer obtained… including any information relating to any transaction, series of transactions, or to the account including costs, charges and usage data.”19 The section further states that guidelines for standardized data will be disclosed by the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection.20 This Act gives the Bureau the ability to mandate the availability of consumer banking data as well as data related best practices. Since the passage of the act in 2010, effective regulation surrounding data access through section 1033 has been explored, but implementation has been delayed and is now not expected until at least 2023.21

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection’s November 2020 Consumer Access to Financial Records is an advance notice of proposed rulemaking with the goal of soliciting information that would assist in implementation.22 This document connected the issue of data access with competition, stating that “[a]uthorized data access holds the potential to intensify competition and innovation in many, perhaps even most, consumer financial markets… [by enabling] improvements to existing products… [fostering] competition for existing products… [and creating] new types of products and services.”23 Further, President Biden’s July 2021 Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy encouraged implementation of Dodd-Frank Section 1033 in order to achieve greater pro-competitive
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outcomes. There is clear interest in creating effective rules surrounding open banking, and the Bureau’s guidelines will certainly play a major role. However, prolonged delays in rule making harm both the consumer and FinTech firms. Outlining and implementing good, procompetitive rules is imperative for the healthy development of a data sharing ecosystem. The open banking system required under law in the United Kingdom since 2018 represents the best starting point.

V. The Harms of a Closed System

The most direct harm caused by a lack of clear regulation is to innovation. The CMA’s findings in the United Kingdom, that concentration and difficulty transferring data increase switching costs and stymie the rise of new financial products, are universal. It is important to note here that a closed system does not necessarily mean that banks will remain silos, increasingly digital entities totally closed off from the industry. Rather, within a closed system extant leaders in the banking industry are able to dictate the terms of how they share data, allowing access only to those who promise not to infringe on existing success. For an example of this, one needs to look no further than Financial Data Exchange (“FDX”), an industry standards group focused on implementing a unified API for effective data sharing. With over 200 member organizations including major banks, consumer advocate groups, and FinTech companies, FDX is the main standards setting body for data sharing in the United States and Canada. United States companies listed as FDX “sustaining members,” a select group who
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also comprise the board of directors, include the ten largest domestic banks by deposits. In fact, the largest bank not a member of FDX is Goldman Sachs, which as of 2021 held less than 2% of total domestic deposits. Through FDX, large banks are able to dictate the terms by which potential competitors access banking data as well as expressly who is allowed to connect.

FDX does not collect or publish information on non-member access, and non-members are not allowed to contribute to API development or discussion beyond issuing general “feedback” to FDX. The organization is deliberately murky about the degree of access given to non-members, but it is clear that in the absence of effective regulation, vertically integrated banks partially implemented open banking. In doing so, these banks became better able to preserve their legacy system in the face of technological changes. Through outsized control of the FDX, major banks have “volunteered” to share and craft API access when it is beneficial but retain no obligation to do so. Thus, legacy banks have given themselves the ability to choose winners and losers in the FinTech space, all at the expense of innovation.

Through FDX, banks have sought to support winning FinTech products that further bolster their competitive position. A clear example of this is the partnerships made by FDX sustaining member banks and Plaid (also a sustaining member). Already a leading FinTech
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company, Plaid’s desire to implement widespread bank-to-bank payment represents a threat to the lucrative business model enjoyed by credit card companies such as American Express, Discover, MasterCard and Visa (all of whom are only standard members in the FDX).\textsuperscript{31} Visa attempted to buy Plaid but challenges on antitrust grounds forced the network to drop its attempted $5.3 billion acquisition.\textsuperscript{32} Banks are a key member of the value chain for credit card networks, receiving a small fee for issuing cards to account holders. However, bank profitability pales in comparison to the current and past success of the card networks.\textsuperscript{33} Plaid’s bank-to-bank payment model has the potential to establish major banks as increasingly vital components of the payments value chain while disadvantaging incumbent payment card networks. Through the FDX, sustaining member banks and Plaid have the incentive and ability to set API standards that support their future business models at the expense of both FDX’s own standard members, payment card networks, while ignoring the needs of other potentially innovative competitors.

\textbf{VI. Recommendation}

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection has the clear ability to create data sharing regulations under section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Act.\textsuperscript{34} The importance of data sharing to competition been mentioned across the federal government, including by the White House in the
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Further, the Bureau’s November 2020 advance notice of proposed rulemaking acknowledged the importance of consumer data access and sharing to competition and innovation. Yet in the 18 months since this notice there has been little appreciable movement towards rulemaking.

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection should implement an open banking mandate under a model similar to that of the United Kingdom. An implementation entity, whether funded directly by major banks or by other means, allows for industrywide participation. While the aforementioned FDX represents a potential threat to data sharing and innovation when run by private industry participants, an extant standards setting organization such as FDX provides the framework for regulation. Existing rules from industry leaders can be combined with input from additional participants to quickly build a regulatory body. This would allow for a smooth transition into a mandated system of open banking. Little would change for major banks or consumers, but for FinTech firms the increased access and transparency consumers are now able to provide leads to both consistent data access and the ability to scale that are important hallmarks of innovation. And, as in the United Kingdom, the end result of these regulations would be increased competition through the entrance of FinTech firms, greater investment, and ultimately a greater range of products and services at competitive prices.
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